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Inclusion of Sliding Friction in
Contact Dynamics Model for
Helical Gears
This paper proposes a new analytical model for helical gears that characterizes the
contact plane dynamics and captures the velocity reversal at the pitch line due to sliding
friction. First, the tooth stiffness density function along the contact lines is calculated by
using a finite element code. Analytical formulations are then derived for the multidimensional mesh forces and moments. Contact zones for multiple tooth pairs in contact are
identified, and the associated integration algorithms are derived. A new 12-degree-offreedom, linear time-varying model with sliding friction is then developed. It includes
rotational and translational motions along the line-of-action, off-line-of-action, and axial
directions. The methodology is also illustrated by predicting time and frequency domain
results for several values of the coefficient of friction. 关DOI: 10.1115/1.2359474兴

Introduction

Sliding friction is believed to be one of the major sources of
gear vibration and noise especially under high-torque and lowspeed conditions since a reversal in the sliding velocity takes
place along the pitch line. Yet few analytical contact dynamics
formulations that incorporate friction are available in the literature
关1–9兴. In a series of recent papers, Vaishya and Singh 关1–3兴 reviewed various modeling strategies that have been historically
adopted and then illustrated issues for spur gears by assuming
equal load sharing among the contact teeth. Furthermore, Velex
and Cahouet 关4兴 considered the effects of sliding friction in their
models for spur and helical gears. They found that the dynamic
bearing forces, as caused by friction at lower speeds, can generate
significant time-varying excitations. Velex and Sainsot 关5兴 examined friction excitations in errorless spur and helical gear pairs,
and reported that the friction appears as a non-negligible excitation source, especially for translating motions. Lundvall et al. 关6兴
proposed a multibody model for spur gears and briefly discussed
the role of profile modification in the presence of sliding friction.
He et al. 关7兴 have developed a more accurate model of the spur
gears, which includes realistic mesh stiffness and sliding friction,
while overcoming the deficiency of Vaishya and Singh’s work
关1–3兴. In particular, this model shows that the tip relief could even
amplify dynamic motions in some cases due to interactions between mesh and friction forces. Based on the literature review, it
is clear that sliding friction has not been adequately considered in
the dynamic models for helical gears. This paper attempts to fill
this void.

2

Problem Formulation

In a helical gear pair, the line-of-action 共LOA兲 lies in the tangent plane of the base cylinders, as defined by the base helix angle
␤b. Consequently, the moment arms for the out-of-plane moments
change constantly. This phenomenon introduces axial and friction
force shuttling effects 关4兴. Thus, the friction forces play a pivotal
role in the loads transmitted to the bearings, especially in the
off-line-of-action 共OLOA兲 direction. Blankenship and Singh 关10兴
1
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have developed a three-dimensional representation of forces and
moments generated and transmitted via a gear mesh interface.
This model is formulated in terms of the spatially varying mesh
stiffness and transmission errors, which are assumed to be available from quasi-static elastic analyses. The vector formulation
leads to a multibody analysis of geared systems, and force coupling due to vibratory changes in the contact plane is directly
included. Similar strategy will be adopted here.
The objectives of this paper include the following. First, propose a three-dimensional formulation to characterize the dynamics
associated with the contact plane, including the reversal at the
pitch line due to sliding friction. Calculation of the contact forces/
moments will be illustrated via an example case 共NASA-ART
helical gear pair兲. The tooth stiffness density along contact lines
will then be calculated using a finite element/contact mechanics
共FE/CM兲 analysis code 关11兴. Second, develop a multi-degree-offreedom 共MDOF兲 helical gear pair model 共with 12 DOFs兲, which
includes the rotational and translational DOFs along the LOA,
OLOA, and axial directions as well as the bearing/shaft compliances. Third, illustrate the effect of sliding friction, including the
shuttling effect in the radial direction and coupling between the
LOA and OLOA directions. The following assumptions are made
to derive the MDOF linear time-varying system 共LTV兲 model:
1. The position of the contact lines and relative sliding velocity
depend only on the mean angular motions of the gear pair. If
this assumption is not made, the system will have implicit
non-linearities.
2. The mesh stiffness per unit length along the contact line 共or
stiffness density k兲 is constant 关8兴. The constant k is estimated from the geometrical calculation of total length of
contact lines and the mesh stiffness, which is computed using the finite element model 关11兴; this is equivalent to the
equal load sharing assumption in spur gears 关1–3兴.
3. Coulomb’s law with a constant coefficient of friction 共兲 is
employed similar to previous researchers 关1–3,7兴, though
mixed lubrication regime exists.
4. The elastic deformations of the shaft and bearings are modeled using lumped parameter representations for their compliances. Also, it is assumed that the mean load is high and
the dynamic load is not sufficient to cause tooth separations
关12兴. Thus vibroimpacts are not considered here.
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Fig. 2 Tooth stiffness function calculated using Eq. „1… based
on the FE/CM code †11‡. Key: red dotted line, tooth pair 0; green
solid line, tooth pair 1; blue dashed-dotted line, tooth pair 2;
thick solid line, combined tooth pair stiffness.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the helical gear pair system

3

Mesh Forces and Moments With Sliding Friction

The helical gear system is depicted in Fig. 1. The pinion and
gear are modeled as rigid cylinders linked by a series of independent stiffness elements that describe the contact plane tangent to
the base cylinders. The normal direction at a point of contact lies
in the contact plane 共due to the involute profile construction兲 and
is perpendicular to the line of contact. The pinion and gear dynamics are formulated in the coordinate systems located at their
respective centers, as shown in Fig. 1. The nominal motions of the
pinion and gear are given as −⍀ pez and ⍀gez = ez⍀ prbp / rbg, respectively. Here, z axis coincides with the axial direction, e is the
unit directional vector, and rbp and rbg are the base radii of pinion
and gear. An 共static兲 input torque Tp is applied to the pinion, and
the 共static兲 braking torque Tg on the gear obeys the basic gear
kinematics. Superposed on the kinematic motions are rotational
vibratory motions denoted by zp and zg for the pinion and gear.
For the sake of illustration, analytical formulations are demonstrated via the following example case with parameters of the
pinion 共gear parameters are within the parenthesis兲: number of
teeth 25 共31兲; outside diameter 3.38 共4.13兲 in.; pitch diameter
3.125 共3.875兲 in.; root diameter 2.811 共3.561兲 in.; center distance
3.5 in.; transverse diametral pitch 8 in.−1; transverse pressure
angle 25 deg; helix angle 21.5 deg; face width 1.25 in.; polar moment of inertia 8.33⫻ 10−3 共1.64⫻ 10−2兲 lb s2 in.; mass 1.26
⫻ 10−2 共1.58⫻ 10−2兲 lb s2 / in. Since the overall contact ratio is
⬃2.7, either two or three tooth pairs are meshing with each other
at any time instant. The three meshing tooth pairs within a mesh
cycle are numbered as 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Calculate the
共static兲 contact loads N0共t兲, N1共t兲, N2共t兲, and 共static兲 pinion deflection ⌰zp共t兲 by performing a static analysis using the FE/CM formulation 关11兴. The stiffnesses K0共t兲, K1共t兲, and K2共t兲 of the three
meshing tooth pairs are calculated as follows:
Ki共t兲 =

Ni共t兲
,
rbp⌰zp共t兲

2

k⬇

兺

冒兺
2

Ki共t兲

i=0

共2兲

Li

i=0

Denote the LOA, OLOA, and axial axes as x-, y-, and z-axes,
respectively; the dynamic motions of the pinion and gear centers
consist of three translations 共u兲 and three rotations 共兲 such that
u p = 兵uxp , uyp , uzp , xp , yp , zp其T, ug = 兵uxg , uyg , uzg , xg , yg , zg其T.
For a contact point with local coordinates 共x , rbp , z兲 in the pinion
coordinate system, its global motion when considered as part of
the pinion is derived as

冦 冧冦 冧
冦
xp

uxp

u pc = uyp + yp ⫻ 共xex + rbpey + zez兲
uzp
zp
uxp + zyp + rbp⍀ pt − rbpzp

=

uyp − zxp − x⍀ pt + xzp
uzp + rbpxp − xyp

冧

共1兲

共3a兲

Denote xg as the x coordinate at the gear center in the pinion
coordinate system, the global motion of the contact point when it
is considered as part of the gear is

冦 冧冦 冧
冦
uxg

xg

ugc = uyg + yg ⫻ 关− 共xg − x兲ex − rbgey + zez兴
uzg
zg
uxg + zyg + rbg⍀gt + rbgzg

i = 0,1,2

For our example, the single tooth-pair stiffness function K共t兲 is
obtained by following one tooth pair for three complete mesh
cycles, as shown in Fig. 2, where Tmesh is the period of one mesh
cycle. Observe that the stiffness profile has a trapezoidal shape;
some discontinuities exist where corner contacts take place. The
overall stiffness function, defined as a combination of all meshing
tooth pairs, also follows a trapezoidal pattern. Meanwhile, the sum
of the lengths of contact lines can be calculated by using either the
FE/CM code 关11,13兴 or a simplified approximation method based
on gear geometry 关14兴. Since the total length of contact lines and
combined tooth stiffness follow a similar pattern, we can assume a
Journal of Mechanical Design

constant mesh stiffness density 共k兲 along the contact lines. Consequently, the time-averaged k is estimated as follows, where Li is
the length of the ith contact line,

= uyg − zxg − 共xg − x兲⍀gt − 共xg − x兲zp
uzg − rbgxg + 共xg − x兲yg

冧

共3b兲

The deformation of the mesh spring is ⌬mesh = 共u pc − ugc兲
· 共−cos ␤bex + sin ␤bez兲, which can be further simplified as
⌬mesh = − cos ␤b关共uxp − uxg兲 + z共yp − yg兲 − 共rbpzp + rbgzg兲兴
+ sin ␤b关共uzp − uzg兲 + 共rbpxp + rbgxg兲
− 共xyp + 共xg − x兲yg兲兴

共4兲

The velocities of the contact point when considered as part of
the pinion or gear 共ignoring the vibratory component兲 are derived
as
JANUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 49

v pc = rbp⍀ pex − x⍀ pey ,

共5a兲

vgc = rbg⍀gex − 共xg − x兲⍀gey

共5b兲

Compare Eqs. 共8兲 and 共10兲 and represent the contact forces in
the LOA and axial directions on the pinion as:

The relative sliding velocity of the pinion with respect to the
gear is
vs = 关− x⍀ p + 共xg − x兲⍀g兴ey

共6兲

From Eq. 共6兲, it is clear that vs is in the positive y direction at
the beginning of contact 共small x兲. Furthermore, vs becomes zero
at the pitch point x P and changes to the negative y direction when
x ⬎ x P. Hence, Eq. 共6兲 can be used to determine the direction of
the friction forces. The elemental forces on the meshing tooth
pairs of the pinion and the gear are given in Eq. 共7兲 assuming only
the elastic effects, and the total mesh forces are derived by integrating the elemental forces over the contact line as given in Eq.
共8兲,

冦

− k⌬mesh cos ␤b

⌬Fmesh,p = − ⌬Fmesh,g = k⌬mesh sgn共x − x P兲
k⌬mesh sin ␤b

Fmesh,p = − Fmesh,g =

冦

− k cos ␤b

k

冕

冕

冧

⌬meshdl

l

⌬mesh sgn共x − x P兲dl

l

k sin ␤b

冕

⌬meshdl

l

冧

x − xf
tan ␤b

0.5W共2x − x f − xm兲
x f − xm

冋 册
x − xm
tan ␤b

¯
Fmesh,p,y = − k⌬

冕
l

⌬meshdl =

冕

共12兲

Case 2. The contact line lies on either side of the pitch cylinder.
The integral of friction force need to be evaluated in two parts
¯ −⌬
¯ 兲
Fmesh,p,y = k共⌬
2
1

共13a兲

2
兲共yp − yg兲
− xeyg兴 − 0.5共x2P − xm

共8兲

共13b兲

¯ = − 共z − z 兲关共u − u 兲 − 共r  + r  兲兴 − 0.5共z2 − z2 兲
⌬
2
f
P
xp
xg
bp zp
bg zg
f
P
· 共yp − yg兲 + 共x f − x P兲关共uzp − uzg兲 + 共rbpxp + rbgxg兲 − xeyg兴
− 0.5共x2f − x2P兲共yp − yg兲

共9a兲

¯
Fmesh,p,y = k⌬

共14兲

Hence, in summary the mesh forces are derived as

冦

¯
− k cos ␤b⌬

¯ or k共⌬
¯ −⌬
¯ 兲 or k⌬
¯
Fmesh,p = − Fmesh,g = − k⌬
2
1
¯
k sin ␤b⌬

冧

共15兲

The elemental moments on the pinion at a point on the contact
line are derived as

冦

共9b兲

共9c兲

共13c兲

Case 3. Both limits are greater than x P, which implies the contact
line on the pinion is completely above the pitch cylinder 共recess
action兲. Consequently, sgn共x − x P兲 = 1 and the friction force on the
pinion is

rbp sin ␤b − z sgn共x − x P兲

⌬M mesh,p = k⌬mesh − x sin ␤b − z cos ␤b
x sgn共x − x P兲 + rbp cos ␤b

冧

共16兲

Integrating Eq. 共16兲 over the contact line yields the total moments on the pinion as

Consider the integral in Eq. 共8兲,
¯=
⌬

共11b兲

· 共yp − yg兲 + 共x P − xm兲关共uzp − uzg兲 + 共rbpxp + rbgxg兲

In region 3 共darkly shaded area within the contact zone of Fig. 1兲,
xm 艋 xe and x f = xe. The z coordinate of a contact point is given as
z共x兲 = − 0.5W +

¯
Fmesh,p,z = k sin ␤b⌬

¯ = − 共z − z 兲关共u − u 兲 − 共r  + r  兲兴 − 0.5共z2 − z2 兲
⌬
1
P
m
xp
xg
bp zp
bg zg
P
m

In region 2 共white area within the contact zone of Fig. 1兲, xm
艌 xb and x f 艋 xe. The z coordinate of the contact point is derived
as
z共x兲 =

共11a兲

Because of the sliding friction, the Fmesh,p,y involves a discontinuous sign function and it needs to be evaluated separately for
three different cases assuming a constant . Case 1. Both limits of
the contact line are less than x P, which implies the contact line on
the pinion is completely below the pitch cylinder 共approach action兲 so that sgn共x − x P兲 = −1. The friction force of the pinion is

共7兲

To facilitate the integration, the contact zone is divided into
three regions, as shown in Fig. 1, where xb and xe are defined as
the lower and upper boundaries of the contact zone in the LOA
coordinate system of the pinion. In region 1 共lightly shaded area
within the contact zone of Fig. 1兲, the lower and upper limits of x
are denoted as xm = xb and x f 艌 xb, respectively. The z coordinate
共on the line of contact兲 is written as a function of the x coordinate
as follows, where W is the face width,
z共x兲 = 0.5W +

¯,
Fmesh,p,x = − k cos ␤b⌬

M mesh,p =

冕

⌬M mesh,pdl

共17兲

l

共− cos ␤b关共uxp − uxg兲 + z共yp − yg兲

To facilitate the calculation of Eq. 共17兲, define two integration
operations over the line of contact with lower and higher limits xl
and xh, respectively,

l

− 共rbpzp + rbgzg兲兴 + sin ␤b兵共uzp − uzg兲 + 共rbpxp
+ rbgxg兲 − 关xyp + 共xe − x兲yg兴其兲dl

共10a兲

Recognizing that dz = dl cos ␤b and dx = dl sin ␤b, the above integral yields
¯ = − 共z − z 兲关共u − u 兲 − 共r  + r  兲兴 − 0.5共z2 − z2 兲
⌬
f
m
xp
xg
bp zp
bg zg
f
m

共⌬ · x兲共xl,xh兲 =

冕

xh

x⌬meshdl = −

xl

+

· 共yp − yg兲 + 共x f − xm兲关共uzp − uzg兲 + 共rbpxp + rbgxg兲 − xeyg兴
2
兲共yp − yg兲
− 0.5共x2f − xm
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共10b兲

·

共xh + xl兲共zh − zl兲
共c1 + c2z f 兲
2
x2h − xl2
x3h − xl3
c3 −
c2 − 共zh − z f 兲2
2
3

冉

冊

xh − x f x f
c2 + 共zl − z f 兲2
+
3
2
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·

共⌬ · z兲共xl,xh兲 =

冕

冉

冊

xl − x f x f
c2
+
3
2

xh

z⌬meshdl = 共− c1 + c3 tan ␤b兲

xl

− c2

冉

共18a兲

z3h − zl3
z2h − zl2
− c2
2
3

冊

共18c兲

c2 = 共yp − yg兲

共18d兲

c3 = 共uzp − uzg兲 + 共rbpxp + rbgxg兲 − xeyg

共18e兲

Common integrals in the vector Eq. 共17兲 are now evaluated as
follows:
共19a兲

l

z⌬meshdl = 共⌬ · z兲共xm,x f 兲

共19b兲

l

冦

冕

z sgn共x − x P兲⌬meshdl = − 共⌬ · z兲共xm,x P兲 + 共⌬ · z兲共x P,x f 兲
共19d兲

共18b兲

x⌬meshdl = 共⌬ · x兲共xm,x f 兲

共19c兲

l

c1 = 共uxp − uxg兲 − 共rbpzp + rbgzg兲

冕
冕

x sgn共x − x P兲⌬meshdl = − 共⌬ · x兲共xm,x P兲 + 共⌬ · x兲共x P,x f 兲

l

x f tan ␤b 2 2
共zh − zl 兲 − c2 tan2 ␤b
2

z3h − zl3 z f 共z2h − zl2兲
−
·
3
2

冕

Consequently, the moments of the mesh force acting on the
pinion are given as

冦

¯ sin ␤ + 共⌬ · z兲共x ,x 兲 − 共⌬ · z兲共x ,x 兲
rbp⌬
b
m P
P f

M mesh,p = k − sin ␤b共⌬ · x兲共xm,x f 兲 − 共⌬ · z兲共xm,x f 兲 cos ␤b
¯ cos ␤
− 共⌬ · x兲共x ,x 兲 + 共⌬ · x兲共x ,x 兲 + r ⌬
m

P

P
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冧

冦

rbg sin ␤b + z sgn共x − x P兲

⌬M mesh,g = k⌬mesh − xe sin ␤b + x sin ␤b + z cos ␤b
xg sgn共x − x P兲 − x sgn共x − x P兲 + rbg cos ␤b

冧

共21兲

The total moments due to the mesh forces on the gear are derived as

¯ −⌬
¯ 兲 + 共⌬ · x兲共x ,x 兲 − 共⌬ · x兲共x ,x 兲 + r ⌬
¯
xg共⌬
2
1
m P
P f
bg cos ␤b

共23a兲

b

Similarly, the moments of the elemental mesh forces on the
gear are given as

¯ sin ␤ + sin ␤ 共⌬ · x兲共x ,x 兲 + 共⌬ · z兲共x ,x 兲cos ␤
M mesh,g = k − xg⌬
b
b
m f
m f
b

x0共t兲 = mod共⍀ prbpt,兲 + LT1A

bp

共20兲

¯ sin ␤ − 共⌬ · z兲共x ,x 兲 + 共⌬ · z兲共x ,x 兲
rbg⌬
b
m P
P f

Note that Eqs. 共15兲, 共20兲, and 共22兲 are formulated for a single
tooth pair in contact. For multiple tooth pairs in contact, the dynamics of all meshing tooth pair must be considered. Consider an
example to demonstrate the modeling strategy. Since the contact
ratio is ⬃2.7, three tooth pairs are considered in a single mesh
cycle. For a generic helical gear pair with contact ratio , n
= ceil共兲 number of meshing tooth pairs need to be considered by
following the same methodology, where the “ceil” function
rounds  to the nearest integers toward infinity. Figure 3共a兲 shows
the contact plan of the example case within a helical gear pair and
Fig. 3共b兲 illustrates a zoomed-in snapshot of the contact zone at
the beginning of a mesh cycle. At this instant, pair 0 just comes
into mesh at point A and pair 1 is in contact along line CI. Likewise pair 2 contacts each other along line MN. As the gears roll,
the contact lines move diagonally across the contact zone. When
pair 0 reaches the pitch point P, the relative sliding velocity of the
pinion with respect to the gear starts to reverse, resulting in a
reversal of friction force along the portion of contact line surpass
the pitch point. Once pair 0 reaches the CI line 共and pair 1 reaches
MN line兲 at the end of the mesh circle, pair 0 becomes pair 1 共and
pair 1 becomes pair 2兲 corresponding to the start of the next mesh
cycle. At any time instant t, the x coordinates of the three pairs are
projected along the AR line and denoted as x0共t兲, x1共t兲, and x2共t兲,
as defined below in Eq. 共23兲. Here,  is the base pitch, L represents the geometrical distance, and “mod” is the modulus function
defined as mod共x , y兲 = x − y · floor共x / y兲, if y ⫽ 0.

f

冧

共22兲

x1共t兲 = mod共⍀ prbpt,兲 +  + LT1A

共23b兲

x2共t兲 = mod共⍀ prbpt,兲 + 2 + LT1A

共23c兲

To implement the integration algorithm, the contact regions are
further divided into eight contact zones as shown in Fig. 3共b兲.
Zones 1 and 2 correspond to pair 0 before and after reaching the
pitch line; zones 3–5 and zones 6–8 correspond to pairs 1 and 2,
respectively. The zone classifications and their corresponding integration limits for the calculation of dynamic forces and moments are derived as following, where xm, x f , zm, and z f denote the
lower and upper limits along the x- and z-axes.
Zone 1共LT1A 艋 x0共t兲 ⬍ LT1P兲:
z f = 0.5W,

x m = L T1A,

zm = 0.5W −

Zone 2共LT1P 艋 x0共t兲 ⬍ LT1C兲:

z f = 0.5W,

zm = 0.5W −

冋

冋

x 0 − L T1A
tan ␤b

x m = L T1A,

x f = x0 ,

册
x f = x0 ,

共24b兲

x p = L T1P ,
x 0 − L T1A
tan ␤b

册

Zone 3共LT1C 艋 x1共t兲 ⬍ LT1Q兲:

共24a兲

,

z p = 0.5W −
x m = L T1A,

冋

x 0 − L T1P
tan ␤b

册

x f = x1 ,
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Fig. 4 Predicted tooth stiffness functions. Predicted tooth
stiffness functions. Key: blue dashed-dotted line, tooth pair 0;
green solid line, tooth pair 1; red dotted line, tooth pair 2; thick
solid line, combined tooth pair stiffness.

x f = L T1D,
z f = 0.5W −

冋

x p = L T1P,

x 2 − L T1D
tan ␤b

册

,

z p = 0.5W −

Zone 7共LT1H 艋 x2共t兲 ⬍ LT1G兲:
x f = L T1D,

zm = − 0.5W,

zm = − 0.5W,

x p = L T1P,

z f = 0.5W,

z p = 0.5W −

冋

x 1 − L T1P
tan ␤b

Zone 4共LT1Q 艋 x1共t兲 ⬍ LT1D兲:
x f = x 1,

x p = L T1P,

冋

x 1 − L T1P
tan ␤b

Zone 5共LT1D 艋 x1共t兲 ⬍ LT1E兲:

z f = 0.5W −

冋

x p = L T1P,

x 1 − L T1D
tan ␤b

册

,
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册

, 共24c兲

册

z f = 0.5W −

zm = − 0.5W,

冋

x 1 − L T1P
tan ␤b

册

xm = x2 − W · tan ␤b ,

共24e兲

冋

x 2 − L T1D
tan ␤b

No definition

册

共24g兲
共24h兲

Consider the simplified shaft model of Fig. 5, where l1 and l2
are the distances between the pinion/gear center to the bearing
springs, E is the Young’s modulus, I = rs4 / 4 is the area moment of
inertia and A is the cross-sectional area 关15,16兴. The shaft stiffness
matrix 关K兴S corresponding to the displacement vector
关x , y , z , x , y , z兴T is

关K兴S =

xm = x1 − W tan ␤b ,

册

Shaft and Bearing Models

共24d兲

z f = 0.5W,

z p = 0.5W −

Zone 6共LT1E 艋 x2共t兲 ⬍ LT1H兲:

tan ␤b

tan ␤b

Figure 4 shows the analytical tooth stiffness functions of each
meshing tooth pair and the combined stiffness calculated for the
example case by using the integration algorithm. Observe that
both magnitude and shape of the stiffness functions in Fig. 4 correlate well with those in Fig. 2, which are obtained using a detailed FE/CM code 关11兴. Note that the stiffness functions in Fig. 4
are defined similar to Eq. 共23兲, which is different from the definition of Eq. 共1兲 corresponding to Fig. 2.

4

xm = x1 − W · tan ␤b ,

zm = − 0.5W

z p = 0.5W −

x f = L T1D,

冋
册

zm = 0.5W −

x 1 − L T1A

x 1 − L T1P

xm = x2 − W · tan ␤b ,

Zone 8共LT1G 艋 x2共t兲 ⬍ LT1R兲:

Fig. 3 Contact zones at the beginning of a mesh cycle: „a… in
the helical gear pair and „b… contact zones within contact plane.
Key: PP⬘ is the pitch line; AA⬘ is the face width W; AD is the
length of contact zone Z.

冋

共24f兲

冤

KSxx

0
KSyy

sym.

− KSxy 0

0

0

0

KSyx

0

0

KSzz

0

0

0

K Sxx

0

0

K S y  y

0
0

冥

共25兲

where KSxx = KSyy = 3EI共l1 + l2兲关共l1 − l2兲2 + l1l2兴 / 共l1l2兲3 is the bending stiffness, KSxx = KSyy = 3EI共l1 + l2兲 / 共l1l2兲 is the rocking stiffness, KSxy = KSyx = 3EI共l21 − l22兲 / 共l1l2兲2 is the rocking-bending
coupled stiffness and KSzz = AE / 共l1 + l2兲 is the longitudinal stiffness. The rolling element bearings in Fig. 5 are modeled by a
stiffness matrix 关K兴B of dimension six as proposed by Lim and
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coefficients KBxx, KByy, KBzz, KBxx, KByy, KByx, KBxy, KBxz,
and KBxy. Note that the translational stiffnesses KBxx, KByy, and
KBzz are highly sensitive to the axial preload which is quantified
by the mean axial displacement. Thus, we obtain

关K兴B =

冤

KBxx

KBxy 0

0

KBxz

0

KByy

0

KByx

KBzz

0

0

0

KBzy 0

K Bxx

0

0

K B y  y 0

sym.

0

冥

共26兲

The combined shaft-bearing stiffness matrix is derived as follows where 具−1典 implies term by term inverse
Fig. 5 Schematic of the bearing-shaft model. Here, the shaft
and bearing stiffness elements are assumed to be in series to
each other. Only pure rotational or translational stiffness elements are shown. Coupling stiffness terms Kxy, Kxx are not
shown.

Singh 关17兴. The mean shaft loads and bearing preloads are assumed constant to ensure a time-invariant 关K兴B matrix. Assume
that each shaft is supported by two identical axially preloaded
high-precision deep groove ball bearings with a mean axial displacement. The helical gear pair is driven by a mean load Tm,
which also generates mean radial force FBx in the LOA direction,
axial force FBz and moment M ym around OLOA direction. The
关K兴B matrix for each bearing under mean loads has significant

2

兺F

SB,p,j

j=1

冦

关K兴SB = 关关K兴S具−1典 + 关K兴B具−1典兴具−1典 =

冤

0

Kxx

Kyy

K x y 0

0

0

0

K y x

0

0

Kzz

0

0

0

K xx

0

0

Kyy 0

sym.

0

冥

共27兲

The restoring forces due to the shaft/bearing stiffness cause
forces and moments at the centers of pinion and gear. Consider the
two springs at both ends of the pinion shaft, their corresponding
forces on the pinion are as follows, where j is the bearing index

− Kxx,p1共uxp + l p1yp兲 − Kxy,p1yp − Kxx,p2共uxp − l p2yp兲 − Kxy,p2yp

= − Kyy,p1共uyp − l p1xp兲 − Kyx,p1xp − Kyy,p2共uyp + l p2xp兲 − Kyx,p2xp
− Kzz,p1uzp − Kzz,p2uzp

冧

共28兲

The moments due to these bearing forces on the pinion are given as
2

兺M

SB,p,j

j=1

冦

l p1Kyy,p1共uyp − l p1xp兲 + l p1Kyx,p1xp + l p2Kyy,p2共uyp + l p2xp兲 + l p2Kyx,p2xp

= − l p1Kxx,p1共uxp + l p1yp兲 − l p1Kxy,p1yp − l p2Kxx,p2共uxp − l p2yp兲 − l p2Kxy,p2yp
0

冧

共29兲

Similarly, the forces and moments due to the two bearings on the gear are
2

兺F

SB,g,j

j=1

2

兺M
j=1

5

SB,g,j

冦

冦

− Kxx,g1共uxg + lg1yg兲 − Kxy,g1yg − Kxx,g2共uxg − lg2yg兲 − Kxy,g2yg

= − Kyy,g1共uyg − lg1xg兲 − Kyx,g1xg − Kyy,g2共uyg + lg2xg兲 − lg2Kxy,g2yg
− Kzz,g1uzg − Kzz,g2uzg

冧

lg1Kyy,g1共uyg − lg1xg兲 + lg1Kyx,g1xg + lg2Kyy,g2共uyg + lg2xg兲 + lg2Kyx,g2xg

= − lg1Kxx,g1共uxg + l p1yg兲 − l p1Kxy,p1yp − lg2Kxx,g2共uxg − lg2yg兲 − lg2Kxy,g2yg

12-DOF Helical-Gear Pair Model

First, the viscous damping matrix is derived from the modal
properties of the components by assuming modal damping ratios.
In the 12-DOF model, the nominal external load is treated as
excitations and the parametric excitations of tooth stiffness variation and friction effects are incorporated into a time-varying K
matrix. Thus, a direct implementation of modal damping ratio will
result in complex-valued viscous damping terms. Consequently,
only the diagonal viscous damping terms 共in the damping matrix兲
correspond to the directions of motions are considered, i.e., the
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0

共30兲

冧

共31兲

diagonal viscous damping terms are assumed to be dominant over
other coupling terms. More specifically:
1. For the translational DOFs along x-, y-, and z-axes, the mesh
damping force on pinion is

2

兺F
j=1

V,p,j

冦

− 2共xx,p1冑Kxx,p1m p + xx,p2冑Kxx,p2m p兲 · u̇xp

= − 2共yy,p1冑Kyy,p1m p + yy,p2冑Kyy,p2m p兲 · u̇yp
− 2共zz,p1冑Kzz,p1m p + zz,p2冑Kzz,p2m p兲 · u̇zp

冧

共32兲
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Fig. 6 Time and frequency domain responses of translational pinion displacements uxp, uyp,
uzp at Tp = 2000 lb/ in. and ⍀p = 1000 rpm. All displacements are normalized with respect to
39.37 in. „1 m…. Key: blue solid line  = 0.01, red dotted line  = 0.1.

The mesh damping force on the gear is
2

兺F
j

V,g,j

=

冦

− 2共xx,g1冑Kxx,g1mg + xx,g2冑Kxx,g2mg兲 · u̇xg
− 2共yy,g1冑Kyy,g1mg + yy,g2冑Kyy,g2mg兲 · u̇yg
− 2共zz,g1冑Kzz,g1mg + zz,g2冑Kzz,g2mg兲 · u̇zg

冧

M V,zg = − 2zg

共33兲

M V,xp = − 2xx,p冑Kxx,pJxp · ˙ xp

共34a兲

M V,y p = − 2yy,p冑Kyy,pJyp · ˙ yp

共34b兲

M V,xg = − 2xx,g冑Kxx,gJxg · ˙ xg

共35a兲

M V,yg = − 2yy,g冑Kyy,gJyg · ˙ yg

共35b兲

Jzp/rbp

兺
i=0

m püxp =

兺

2

Fmesh,xp,i +

i=0

n=floor共兲

m püyp =

兺

i=0

Kmesh,zp,i共t兲 · 共rrp˙ zp + rbg˙ zg兲
共36兲
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兺
i=0

兺

j=1

共38a兲

V,yp,j

共38b兲

V,zp,j

共38c兲

兺F
j=1

2

兺

V,xp,j

2

FSB,yp,j +

j=1

Fmesh,zp,i +

兺F
j=1

2

Fmesh,yp,i +

i=0

m püzp =

兺

2

FSB,xp,j +

j=1

n=floor共兲
n=floor共兲

兺

Kmesh,zg,i共t兲 · 共rrp˙ zp + rbg˙ zg兲

where i is the index for contact tooth pairs and the floor function
rounds the contact ratio  to the nearest integer toward minus
infinity. Here, rrp˙ zp + rbg˙ zg is the relative dynamic velocity along
the LOA direction; Kmesh,zp共t兲 and Kmesh,zg共t兲 are the timevarying dynamic tooth stiffness functions derived earlier but considering only the rotational DOF in the z direction, and they also
incorporate the effect of sliding friction.
The equations of motion for the 12-DOF helical gear pair
model are derived as follows. The pinion equations in the three
translational directions are
n=floor共兲

3. For the rotational DOFs along the axial directions, the timevarying tooth mesh damping is dominant. Thus the damping moments are:

冑

n=floor共兲

Jzp/rbg

共37兲

2. For the rotational DOFs along the x and y directions 共rocking
motions兲, the mesh damping moments for the pinion and gear are:

M V,zp = − 2zp

冑

2

FSB,zp,j +

兺F
j=1

The pinion equations in the three rotational directions along x,
y, and z axes are
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Fig. 7 Time and frequency domain responses of pinion bearing forces FSB,xp, FSB,yp, and FSB,zp
at Tp = 2000 lb/ in and ⍀p = 1000 rpm. All forces are normalized with respect to 1 lbf. Key: blue
solid line  = 0.01, red dotted line  = 0.1.

n=floor共兲

Jxp¨ xp =

兺
i=0

兺
j=1

n=floor共兲

Jyp¨ yp =

兺

M SB,xp,j + M V,xp

兺
i=0

兺M
j=1

SB,y p,j

+ M V,y p

兺

2

Fmesh,xg,i +

i=0

j=1

n=floor共兲

mgüyg =

m püzg =

兺

兺
兺

n=floor共兲

2

Fmesh,yg,i +

Fmesh,zg,i +

V,xg,j

共40a兲

V,yg,j

共40b兲

V,zg,j

共40c兲

2

FSB,yg,j +

j=1

i=0

兺F
j=1

2

i=0

兺

2

FSB,xg,j +

兺F

兺F
j=1
2

SB,zg,j

j=1

+

兺F
j=1

And, finally the gear equations in the three rotational directions
along x-, y-, and z-axes are
n=floor共兲

Jxg¨ xg =

兺
i=0

2

M mesh,xg,i +
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兺M
j=1

SB,xg,j

+ M V,xg

Jzg¨ zg =

共39b兲

共39c兲

M mesh,zp,i + M V,zp + T p

n=floor共兲

2

M mesh,yg,i +

兺M
j=1

SB,yg,j

+ M V,yg

共41b兲

n=floor共兲

The gear equations in the three translational directions are
mgüxg =

兺
i=0

n=floor共兲

Jzp¨ zp =

Jyg¨ yg =

共39a兲

2

M mesh,y p,i +

i=0

n=floor共兲

2

M mesh,xp,i +

共41a兲

兺
i=0

6

M mesh,zg,i + M V,zg − Tg

共41c兲

Role of Sliding Friction Illustrated by an Example

The governing equations are numerically solved for the example case. We will examine the following variables for parametric studies: 共i兲 translational displacements uxp, uyp, uzp, uxg, uyg,
uzg; 共ii兲 composite displacements ␦z = rbpzp + rbgzg + uxp − uxg, ␦y
= rbpyp + rbgyg + uzp − uzg, and ␦x = rbpxp + rbgxg + uzp − uzg, which
are the coupled torsional-translational motions; and 共iii兲 dynamic
bearing forces for the simplified case with l p1 = l p2, Kxx,p1 = Kxx,p2
= 0.5Kxx,p, Kyy,p1 = Kyy,p2 = 0.5Kyy,p, and Kzz,p1 = Kzz,p2 = 0.5Kzz,p.
The combined bearing force in the LOA direction for the pinion is
FSB,xp = −Kxx,puxp − 2xp冑Kxx,pm p. Other bearing forces are defined
similarly. The role of sliding friction is illustrated in Fig. 6 by
comparing normalized time and frequency domain responses of
uxp, uyp, uzp 共at Tp = 2000 lb/ in. and ⍀ p = 1000 rpm兲 for  = 0.01
and  = 0.1. Note that time t is normalized with respect to the
mesh period Tmesh, and n is the harmonic number of the gear mesh
frequency. Observe that the OLOA vibratory motion uyp is most
significantly affect by the sliding friction. Increasing  almost
proportionally enhances the magnitude of uyp over the entire frequency range. It is consistent with Eq. 共8兲, which shows the magnitude of the friction force is proportional to . The sliding friction has a moderate influence on uxp in the LOA direction. An
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Fig. 8 Time and frequency domain responses of composite displacements ␦x, ␦y, ␦z, and
velocity ␦˙ z at Tp = 2000 lbf/ in. and ⍀p = 1000 rpm. All motions are normalized with respect to
39.37 in. „1 m… or 39.37 in./ s „1 m / s…. Key: blue solid line  = 0.01, red dotted line 
= 0.1.

increase in  significantly increases the amplitudes at n = 1 and 2,
but the higher harmonics remain almost unchanged. The axial
displacements uxp are least sensitive to  except for the first two
harmonics. Nevertheless, Eq. 共15兲 shows that the axial shuttling
excitation is proportional to sin ␤b. Hence, it is implied that larger
helical angle ␤b will lead to increased shuttling excitations due to
the time-varying mesh stiffness. The bearing resonances are
around n = 8 to 10, and they could be easily tuned by varying
bearing stiffness. Predicted gear displacements uxg, uyg, uzg share
essentially the characteristics of pinion motions.
Figure 7 shows dynamic bearing forces in the x, y, and z directions for the pinion. Characteristics similar to the displacement
responses of Fig. 6 are observed, implying that the elastic force
components dominate over the viscous forces 共with 5% damping
ratios兲. Compared to the spur gear set 关7兴, the bearing forces in the
helical gear pair are reduced by more than one order of magnitude
due to the gradual approach and recess motions. Figure 8 shows
the composite displacements ␦x, ␦y, ␦z around the x-, y-, and
z-axes. Observe that an increase in  significantly increases the
amplitudes at n = 1 and 2 for ␦z And ␦y, but has only minor influence on ␦z. This observation is consistent with the results reported
by Velex and Cahouet 关4兴. Nevertheless, one has to note that the
56 / Vol. 129, JANUARY 2007

amplitude of ␦z is higher than those of ␦x and ␦y by at least two
orders of magnitude. To examine the effect of sliding friction, Fig.
8 also shows the time and frequency domain responses of ␦˙ z,
which is the relative torsional-translational velocity along the
LOA direction. It is seen that an increase in  introduces additional oscillations when tooth pairs pass across the pitch line.
Despite that the first mesh harmonic dominates the spectral contents of ␦z or ␦˙ z, a careful comparative study shows that the second harmonic is most significantly amplified due to friction.
The effect of sliding friction could be better observed by varying  from 0 to 0.3 and then by generating the spectral contents of
uxp, uyp, uzp, uxg, uyg, uzg and ␦x, ␦y, ␦z up to 15 harmonics 共n兲 of
the gear mesh frequency 关18–22兴. Though the resultant figures are
not included here due to space constraints, some observations are
as follows:
1. In the LOA direction, an in increase in  significantly enhances amplitudes not only at n = 1 and 2 of uxp and uxg 共due
to the reversal of friction force at pitch point兲, but also at
higher harmonics as well, say around the torsionaltransverse mode. This implies that friction force acts as a
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2.

3.

4.

5.

7

potential source in the LOA direction to excite resonances
that are controlled due to shaft/bearing compliances.
In the OLOA direction, an increase in  efficiently increases
the amplitudes of uyp and uyg over the entire frequency
range, especially at n = 1 and 2 and at the torsionaltransverse resonance. This clearly shows that the OLOA dynamics are most significantly dictated by the friction effect.
The axial vibratory uzp and uzg motions are high at the
torsional-transverse resonance 共controlled by the axial bearing stiffness兲, but the resonant amplitude does not seem to
depend much on . Nonetheless, friction significantly increases the amplitudes at n = 1 and 2. This indicates that the
shuttling forces are relatively insensitive to the sliding friction when compared with the LOA and OLOA dynamics.
For the composite torsional-transverse displacements ␦x and
␦y, an increase in  increases most harmonic amplitudes,
especially at the first two harmonics and at higher bearing
stiffness controlled resonances.
An increase in  has negligible influence on ␦z except at the
second mesh harmonic. This observation is similar to that
found in a spur gear pair, as we recently reported in 关7兴.
However, the ␦z amplitude in the helical gear pair is not as
significantly influenced by the sliding friction.

Conclusion

A new 12-DOF model for helical gears with sliding friction has
been developed; it includes rotational motions, translations along
the LOA and OLOA directions and axial shuttling motions. Key
contributions include the following. A three-dimensional model
has been proposed that characterizes the contact plane dynamics
and captures the reversal at the pitch line due to sliding friction.
Calculation of the contact forces and moments is illustrated by
using a sample helical gear pair. A refined method is also suggested to estimate the tooth stiffness density function along the
contact lines by using the FE/CM analysis 关11兴. Among the 12
DOFs described above, the rotational 共rocking兲 motions around
the LOA and OLOA directions and the axial motions are usually
relatively insignificant. Therefore, a simplified 6-DOF model
共with coordinates uxp, uyp, uxg, uyg, zp, and zg兲 similar to the spur
gear model we reported in 关7兴 could be easily derived based on
Eqs. 共3兲–共40兲 by neglecting the uzp, uzg, xp, xg, yp, and yg
variables. Such a 6-DOF model requires less computational efforts
though it should yield results comparable to those by the 12-DOF
model. Future work should also include validation of the proposed
theory, say by running the FE/CM code in the dynamic mode and
by conducting analogous experiments on gears with different friction conditions.
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